Having trained and selected the candidates, they should be given a training in medicine which is within the capacity of the average student instead of one which is only suitable for the favoured few. The medical course at the present day is so over-burdened that few even of the best students emerge with a clear conception of what they have been taught, while the average student has confused ideas and is unfitted for his life work.
Too long have the pundits who are responsible for the curriculum added one fresh subject after another to the course regardless of the impossibility of the task which they are imposing. It is not the student who is to blame, the poor man works with a diligence which is already excessive, it is the taskmasters who through lack of imagination fail to realise the limitations of human en- The curriculum, the selection and special training of the teachers, the organization of the courses of instruction and of the examinations deserve the closest investigation with a view to their adaptation to the needs of the students and of the community.
